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How do I scan sectors for ETF's with RSI?

How do I scan sectors for ETF's with RSI?

sector  etf  scan

That helps a little but still not 100% sure what you mean by RSI crossover.

You can scan the ETF group and Sector groups with the Adavanced Scan.

If you want scan all ETFs for RSI crossing over a certain value, you can do something like this.

 [group is ETF] and [yesterday's RSI (14) < 30.0] and [RSI (14) > 30.0]

The same scan can be used for a scanning stocks in a sector - it would look like this:

 [group is TransportationSector] and [yesterday's RSI (14) < 30.0] and [RSI (14) 

Cut an paste either of those scans right into the engine if you want to try them.

Here's a screen shot of where you select the sectors. Hope this is of some use. If you are looking for some other kind

of RSI crossover let us know, maybe we can help.
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(Aug 23 at 13:00)AgnosticTrader

cfalco, could you supply a little more detail here? Do you want scan a specific sector, for ETFS in that sector, with a specific

RSI value?

(Aug 24 at 16:30)cfalco

No, I would like to scan all sectors for ETF's with a RSI cross over. I would also like to scan the individual sectors that I

choose.
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(Aug 26 at 05:15)Wizzard

Are you using a screen capture utility? How are you linking your graphics?

(Aug 26 at 05:33)Trade_to_Live

AgnosticTrader posted this answer for another question. I now use it and it works great. http://www.fiastarta.com/PrtScr/

Hope this helps.... Peace....Trade_to_Live
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